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Abstract

What does it mean to say that one program is \more abstract" then another? What is
\abstract" about an abstract data type? What is the dierence between a \high-level" program
and a \low-level" program? In this paper we attempt to answer these questions by formally
dening an abstraction relation between programs which matches our intuitive ideas about
abstraction. The relation is based on examining the operational semantics of the programs,
expressed as a set of traces (sequences of states) from a given initial state to a possible nal
state.
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1 Introduction

In discussing software development, renement of specications into programs, reverse engineering
from programs into specications, and other related areas, concepts such as \high-level program"
verses \low-level program", \crossing levels of abstraction", \abstract data types", and so on are
bandied about without always being given a clear denition. The concept of \renement" has
been formally dened: for example in 1,2,3,7] but as we shall see below, the informal concept of
abstraction would appear to be much sharper than the concept of renement, since many programs
which we would (informally) regard as very dierent in their degree of abstraction, are (formally)
equivalent in the sense that each is a formal renement of the other.
Some of the intuitive ideas about abstraction we would like to capture are listed below. These
are the requirements which we would expect any abstraction relation to satisfy:
1. Abstract specications say what a program does without necessarily saying how it does it.
2. Abstraction is a process of generalisation, removing restrictions, eliminating detail, removing
inessential information (such as the algorithmic details).
3. Abstract specications have \more potential implementations", moving to a lower level means
restricting the number of potential implementations.

2 Examples

Some examples will help to x our intuitive ideas about the dierent forms of abstraction:
1. Compare:
(a) Calculate the product of a and b and store the result in c
(b) Calculate the product of a and b using only addition and store the result in c.
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2. (a) A specication which assigns any value to x which is larger than the value of y :

hxi=hi:(x > y)
(b) A renement of this is: x := y + 1.
3. (a) A recursive function (this form of recursion occurs for example in the solution of the
famous \Towers of Hanoi" problem):

if n > 0 then F (n ; 1 (n F (n ; 1 x)))
else x .

funct F (n x)
(b) An equivalent iterative form is:

funct F (n x)
for c := 2n ; 1 step ; 1 to 1 do
x := (ntz (c) + 1 x) od
x.
funct ntz (c) \the number of trailing zeros in the binary representation of c".
4. (a) Some sorting examples: The rst is a specication of a program which sorts the segment
a : :b of array A:
SORT(a b) =DF Aa : :b] := A a : :b]:(sorted(Aa : :b]) ^ perm(Aa : :b] A a : :b]))
0

0

Where
and

sorted(Aa : :b] =DF 8i a 6 i < b: Ai] 6 Ai + 1]
perm(Aa : :b] A a : :b]) =DF 9 : a : :b 
! a : :b: 8i a 6 i 6 b: Ai] = A i]]
0

0

where  : a : :b 
! a : :b means pi is a bijection (a 1{1 and onto function) from the set
fa a + 1 : : : bg to itself, i.e.  is a permutation of a : :b
(b) The second is a specication of a quicksort program:
QSORT 1(a b) =

begin p :hAa : :b] pi := hA a : :b] p i:
(A a : :p ; 1] 6 A p ] 6 A p + 1 : :b] ^ perm(Aa : :b] A a : :b]))
SORT(a p ; 1) SORT(p + 1 b) end
(c) The third (QSORT 2) is a full implementation of the quicksort algorithm (for example
using \median of three" partitioning, see 4,6]). 7] formally proves the equivalence of
this algorithm to the specication SORT(a b).
Each of these examples illustrates a dierent aspect of \abstraction", I would argue that in each
case the rst version is the most abstract, with later versions becoming more concrete. However,
with the exception of case (2), all the examples are cases of formal equivalence.
Clearly a proper renement of a specication (i.e. a renement which is not equivalent) ought
to be considered as \more concrete" than the specication, not least because some implementation
freedom has been lost (see requirement 3). For similar reasons it is important to restrict the
abstraction relation to programs and specications which are already related by renement or
equivalence. However, as already noted, renement by itself is not a sucient test for abstraction.
A cursory examination of the examples reveals one obvious common feature: the more abstract
versions are all shorter than the concrete versions. This leads to the following (rather nave)
denition of abstraction:
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Denition 1 If S1 and S2 are statements such that S2 re nes S1 then we say S1 is more abstract
than S2 if and only if S1 is shorter than S2.

This denition is unsatisfactory for several reasons. First we feel that abstraction is more of a
semantic issue than can be captured in a crude syntactic test: for example, adding a long sequence
of skip statements to an abstract specication does not turn it into a concrete implementation!
This particular failing can be rectied by insisting on the application of a small set of \simplifying"
transformations (such as skip deletion) to the programs before their sizes are compared. A more
substantive counterexample is a program which carries out a fairly complex task with a few short
lines of code. Here the high-level description of \what the program does" could turn out to be
considerably longer than the program itself. For example consider the following graph-marking
algorithm:

begin mark(root) where
proc mark(x) if mx] = 0
then mx] := 1 mark(lx]) mark(rx]) . end
This program marks all the nodes x reachable from the root node root via unmarked nodes.
For simplicity we assume that any unused pointers point to a special node which is always marked.
The abstract specication involves dening when a node is reachable:
;
MARK m := m :8x: (x 2 reachable(root m) ) m x] = 1)

^ (x 2= reachable(root m) ) m x] = mx])
where:

reachable(root m) =DF
reachablen (root m)
0

0

0

n<!

reachable0(root m) =DF frootg
reachablen+1 (root m) =DF reachablen (root m)
 f y j 9x 2 reachablen (root m): (y = lx] _ y = rx]) ^ my] = 0 g

i.e. reachablen (root m) is the set of nodes reachable from root in n or fewer steps through a sequence
of nodes which are unmarked in m.
An alternative denition of reachable which may correspond more closely to the intuitive idea,
is to dene a reachable node to be an unmarked node for which there is a path of unmarked nodes
reaching from the root to that node:
reachable(root m) =DF f x j 9p 2 paths (root m): p`(p)] = x g

paths(root m) =DF
fhx1 : : : xni j x1 = root ^ 8i 1 6 i 6 n: mxi] = 0
n<!

^ 8i 1 6 i < n: (xi+1 = lxi] _ xi+1 = rxi])g

Either of these denitions results in an abstract program which is considerably longer than the
recursive implementation.
We are looking for a semantic denition of abstraction: as discussed above, denotational semantics alone are insucient to express the relation so we will examine operational semantics.
In 8] and 7] we introduced a wide-spectrum programming and specication language (called
WSL) with its formal syntax and denotational semantics. A proper state s consists of a nite nonempty set V of variables, each of which is assigned a value taken from the universal set of values,
H. The special state ? is used to denote nontermination or error. V denotes the set of all state
on V and H (including ?). A WSL program S, executing from an initial state s 2 V , may either
H

H
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run forever without terminating (in which case the \nal state" is ?), or must terminate in some
state t 2 W for some set of nal variables W . (The set W is deducible from V and S). Since
WSL programs may be nondeterministic, there may be a set of possible nal states for each initial
state. So the denotational semantics of a WSL program can be given by a state transformation
f , a function from V to }(W ), which maps each initial state s to the set f (s) of possible nal
states.
H

H

H

3 Operational Semantics

State transformations are sucient to express the denotational semantics of programs and specications. However, to dene our abstraction relation we need a more \detailed" semantics, namely
operational semantics. The operational semantics of a program gives for each initial and nal state
the set of traces (sequences of intermediate states) which the program passes through.
Denition 2 Traces: A trace from nite non-empty sets of variables V to W on a set H of values
is a nite sequence of states of length > 2 whose rst element is in V and nal element in W . The
length of a trace  is `( ), the rst element is  1] and the last element is  `( )]. A subsequence
of  may be denoted  a : :b]. The concatenation of two traces and  is denoted ++ 
Denition 3 State trace: A state trace T from V to W is a set of traces from V to W on H with
each trace  2 T having its rst element in V and last element in W . If the trace  2 T includes
? as its nth element (for n > 1) then T must also include all possible ways of extending  from
the (n ; 1)th element onwards. Let T (V W ) denote the set of all state traces from V to W on H
and let ;V W be the set of all traces from V to W on H. Then:
;
T 2 T (V W ) () h? ?i 2 T ^ 8 2 T:  1] 2 V ^ `( )] 2 W

^ 8i 2 6 i 6 `(): (i] = ? ) 8 2 ;V W : 1 : :i ; 1] ++ 2 T )
For each state trace T there corresponds a state transformation, fT formed by taking fT (s) to be
the set of nal elements of the traces in T whose initial element is s, i.e.
fT (s) =DF f t 2 W j 9 2 T: (1] = s ^ `()] = t) g
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In 5,7] the semantics of state transformations are further developed and used to prove various
renements and transformations of programs.
If we examine the operational semantics of the various examples we note that the more concrete
versions are either proper renements of the abstract cases, or have more states in their traces
(compare QSORT1 which contains a specication statement where QSORT 2 has a loop), or have
more (local) variables in the inner states in their traces (the iterative version of example (3a) uses
the local variable c). The third case is expressed in this denition of abstraction on states:
Denition 4 Abstraction on states: If s 2 V and s 2 V are states where V V and 8x 2
V: s(x) = s (x) (i.e. s and s have the same values on variables in V ) then we say s is more abstract
than s (or s is more concrete than s) and write s v s
We use this relation to dene abstraction between sequences of states, where the more concrete
sequence may \ll in" gaps in the abstract sequence:
Denition 5 Abstraction on state sequences: If = hs1 : : : sni and = hs1 : : : smi are sequences of states with s1  s1 2 V and sn  sm 2 W and s1 = s1 and sn = sm and n m > 1 and there
is a 1-1 increasing function  from f2 : : : n ; 1g to f2 : : : m ; 1g such that 8i 1 < i < n: si v s(i)
then we say that and is more abstract than and write v .
Finally, this extends to a denition of abstraction on state traces:
Denition 6 Abstraction on state traces: If T and T are state traces in T (V W ) and if 8 2
T: 9 2 T : ( v ) then we say that T is more abstract than T and write T v T .
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This denition satises the Lemma:
Lemma 1 For any state traces T T 2 T (V W ) with corresponding state transformation P P 2
F (V W ):
If T v T then P 6 P
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In other words, a concrete version of an abstract program is always a renement of it. The converse
does not hold in general: the sorting programs are all equivalent but clearly at dierent levels of
abstraction.
The most abstract possible program is also the least rened, namely abort. This ts with our
intuition of abstraction as the removal of information: in some sense abort contains no information
at all and does not restrict the implementor in any way.

3.1 The Replacement Theorem
An important property for any notion of renement is the replacement property: if any component
of a statement is replaced by any renement then the resulting statement is a renement of the
original one. This is easily proved by an induction, on a lexical order of: (i) The depth of recursion
nesting (ii) The length of the program text.
We have a corresponding theorem for the abstraction relation: if we replace any component of
a program by a more abstract (more concrete) component then the whole program becomes more
abstract (concrete).

4 Non-Semantic Specications

We have yet to consider in detail the rst example which considers the following specications:
1. Calculate the product of a and b and store the result in c.
2. Calculate the product of a and b using only addition and store the result in c.
The rst of these specications may be expressed as the single atomic specication hci=hi:(c = a:b),
which assigns some value to c such that the condition c = a:b is satised. The second specication
says something about the kind of steps allowed in the computation, it cannot therefore be expressed
simply as a specication statement. A specication statement only denes the denotational semantics, but this specication puts a restriction on the operational semantics: in this case the value
of each variable in each state must be either a known constant or a sum or dierence of values of
variables in the previous state. One way of expressing this restriction is as follows:
begin a0 := a b0 := b n := \some positive integer" :
for i := 1 step 1 to n do
Carry out some addition or subtraction
or assign a constant value to a variable
: : : od
c = a0 :b0] end
Here the if statement in the loop picks a random addition/subtraction operation between any two
variables and the nal guard ensures that the outcome of these operations results in c having the
value a0:b0. (See 7] for a denition of the guard statement ). We claim that this correctly expresses
the specication in the sense that this program meets the specication and is more abstract than
any other program which meets the specication. Note however that the following program could
be argued as meeting our specication although it is clearly against the spirit of the informal
specication:
begin a0 := a b0 := b n := a:b :
c := 0
for i := 1 step 1 to n do
5

c := c + 1 od

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have sought to provide a formal denition of an \abstraction" relation which
corresponds more closely to the intuitive ideas of abstract and concrete programs, and high-level
verses low-level programs. A simple syntactic denition (size) is shown to be inadequate, and any
denition of abstraction which is based only on the denotational semantics of a pair of programs
is also shown to be inadequate. Our denition is therefore based on the operational semantics of
programs: a program S1 is an abstraction of another program S2 if each of the possible execution
sequences for S1 consists of a subsequence of a possible execution sequence for S2.
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